
Geography lesson 5

Revision of learning so far



Let’s revisit our philosophical question:

How is the 
world 
connected?

Hopefully you will have some 
new ways to answer this 
question.

How are the layers of the 
Earth connected?

How is the world connected 
by trade?





Which of these does not mean the same as 
‘connected’?

•A: split into pieces

•B: joined together

•C: linked

•D: attached



Which of these statements explains why the 
Earth is similar to a peach?

• A: It is juicy and delicious

• B: It looks like it is made of one thing but actually there are layers 
hidden under the surface

• C: It is a cylinder

• D: It is pink and orange



Match the labels to the layers of the Earth

A
B

C
D

crust

inner core

mantle

outer core



Now match the description to the layer

layer description

crust

mantle

inner core

outer core

The top layer of the Earth (like the 
peach’s skin)

The inside of the Earth, made of 
bubbling hot liquid called magma

The innermost part of the Earth, 
right in the centre

About 4000km inside the Earth, 
surrounding the inner core



The Earth’s crust is made of huge pieces that 
fit together like a jigsaw. They are called…

•A: spoons

•B: bowls

•C: plates

•D: dishes



Match the statements on the left to the 
statements on the right

If two plates collide with 
each other…

If two plates move away 
from each other…

If two plates rub against 
each other…

… an earthquake can occur.

… mountains and volcanoes 
are formed.

… a ridge is formed.



Which of these is the best definition of 
‘trade’?

• A: The way that different countries solve problems

• B: The way that different countries speak different languages

• C: The way that people from different countries travel around the 
world

• D: The way that different countries buy from and sell to each other



Which of the following things do countries 
trade with each other?

•A: food (like fruit, vegetables and meat)

•B: building materials (like bricks, steel and wood)

•C: electronic goods (like computers, TVs and 
phones)

•D: toys



• ____________ are goods and services brought in from another 
country.

• ____________ are goods and services sent out to other countries.





Which of these does not mean the same as 
‘connected’?

•A: split into pieces

•B: joined together

•C: linked

•D: attached

This means the 
opposite of 
connected.

These are all 
synonyms for 
‘connected’.



Which of these statements explains why the 
Earth is similar to a peach?

• A: It is juicy and delicious

• B: It looks like it is made of one thing but actually there are layers 
hidden under the surface

• C: It is a cylinder

• D: It is pink and orange

I doubt it!

Both the Earth and a 
peach are spheres, not 
cylinders.

The Earth looks blue, white and 
green from space.



Match the labels to the layers of the Earth

A
B

C
D

crust

inner core

mantle

outer core



Now match the description to the layer

layer description

crust

mantle

inner core

outer core

The top layer of the Earth (like the 
peach’s skin)

The inside of the Earth, made of 
bubbling hot liquid called magma

The innermost part of the Earth, 
right in the centre

About 4000km inside the Earth, 
surrounding the inner core



The Earth’s crust is made of huge pieces that 
fit together like a jigsaw. They are called…

•A: spoons

•B: bowls

•C: plates

•D: dishes



Match the statements on the left to the 
statements on the right

If two plates collide with 
each other…

If two plates move away 
from each other…

If two plates rub against 
each other…

… an earthquake can occur.

… mountains and volcanoes 
are formed.

… a ridge is formed.



Which of these is the best definition of 
‘trade’?

• A: The way that different countries solve problems

• B: The way that different countries speak different languages

• C: The way that people from different countries travel around the 
world

• D: The way that different countries buy from and sell to each other



Which of the following things do countries 
trade with each other?

•A: food (like fruit, vegetables and meat)

•B: building materials (like bricks, steel and wood)

•C: electronic goods (like computers, TVs and 
phones)

•D: toys This was a trick question. The 
answer is all of them!



• Imports are goods and services brought in from another country.

• Exports are goods and services sent out to other countries.



• For your final task today, tell someone at home some different ways that 
the world is connected. Maybe you could film yourself and upload it to 
Dojo. 

• See how many of these words you can include in your explanation:

layersEarth

trade

crust

mantleplates core

imports exports


